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Introduction 
 
Dunzo’s vision statement : 
 

● To be the logistics layer of every city. 
● To be able to deliver just about everything. 
● Create an experience similar to having a personal assistant for every single user.  

 
Dunzo in numbers: 

● 5M+ downloads on PlayStore (4.1 ☆ rating). 

● 0.5M monthly transacting users. 

● 2M monthly transactions. 

○ Top 10% of users make at least 20 transactions per month. 

● Average order value - Rs 40 for 4 km, Rs 80 for 8 km, and Rs 120 beyond that. 

● Operates in about 8 cities. 

● Turnaround time - 23 mins  

 

Business  model: Revenue stream 

How Does Dunzo Generate Revenue? 

1. Delivery fee – Dunzo charges a small fee for each delivery it completes. The delivery 

charge can be anywhere Rs. 10 to Rs. 60 depending on the total value of the order to 

be delivered and the distance to be covered. 

 

2. Commissions –  Dunzo charges a commission rate per order received, it ranges 

from 15 per cent to 30 per cent from the tie-up vendors. 

 

3. Services offered – Home services, repair tasks etc. 

 

4. Surge pricing – Dunzo generates its revenue from surge price as well. When there 

is a spike in demand, the price increases as per the increased demands. 

 

5. Other Categories (#kuchbhi requests) – other random requests apart from the 

multiple services, like food delivery, grocery delivery and other services dunzo offers. 



 

 

Therefore yearly revenue can be defined as 
 

 
 
 
 
Changing the pricing per order may prove to be detrimental in retaining customers and 
ensuring greater customer loyalty, hence to ensure that there is an increase in the 
revenue for dunzo, we’ll try to focus on ‘no of daily active users’ and ‘no of orders per 
user’ by acquiring a larger section of the underserved segment of the customer base. 
 
 
Basic Workflow: 

● User installs the App. 
● If a user needs any item to be parcelled from one place to another location within 

the same city, the user can book it using the App. 
● Dunzo people will come and pick the item from the pickup address and deliver 

the item to the required destination. All this is done in a quick period, generally 
within hours. 

● For the delivery service, Dunzo will charge a small fee. 
 

 

 



Product verticals from the consumer goods market:  
● Food groceries 

● small household items and everyday necessities 

● small electronics 

● Medicines 

 

Considering the prescription medicines section 

User journey : 
1. Realize that you ran out of a certain medicine  

2. Define/Plan how to order the given medicine 

3. Upload the prescription and select the medicines( should be repeated 

every single time an order is placed) 

4. Mention additional details like quantity and items that are not mentioned in 

the Dunzo catalogue 

5. Execute (pay) 

6. Complete get back to what you were doing earlier 

  

 

- Biggest friction point for customers who are either not tech-savvy (willing to use 

new tech but refrain from doing so due to the fear of bungling up a few steps ) or 

who do not have enough time to execute the whole process and find it laborious 

Is step 3  

 

- The biggest challenge for Dunzo is Step 2 above- they don’t have customer's 

mindshare  

 

 

 

 

 



Problem statement: 
While placing an order for prescription medication, the customer has to attach the 

prescription along with the list of medicines, repeating the process, again and again, is 

quite laborious and may lead to the users not preferring to buy the required medication 

using dunzo  

 

Proposed solution:  Personal assistant 

Description:  
● A personal assistant to automatically place orders after the user responds to a 

yes/no alert 

● Offers insights about the prices and the sellers selling the given medicines so 

that the user would have the ability to customize (add/delete) the medicines 

needed to be purchased 

 

The purpose:  
Acquiring the underserved yet easily retainable section of the customer base who find it 

challenging to repeat the iterations required to buy prescription drugs is the main goal of 

this feature, understanding the paucity of such features to cater their needs is crucial in 

acquiring and gaining control over this market segment. 

 

Who’s it for? 

● 35-50-year-old working professionals who: 

○ Find it difficult to keep track of the stock of their dosage  

○ Find it painstaking to find the best lot of medicines being offered by the 

local pharmacists  

● 50-60-year-olds that are: 

○ Open to using new tech  

○ Are fairly aware of using well-constructed sentences to search for 

something on google 

○ Find it rather laborious to contact the dunzo service providers and upload 

the prescription every single time they require prescription drugs. 



Why them? 
● Brand loyal  

● Easy to retain since they are underserved  

 

Why build it? 
● Low tech risk due to pre-existing AI-based functioning of the app 

● Delivery personnel already being present at most of the local pharmacies, which 

helps in achieving a better response time and delivery time  

● Greater acquisition of the customers in the above-mentioned persona due to 
higher chances of referrals being made  

 
 
 
Main user stories: 
 

● As a user, I would like to have like to order my prescription medicines without 
uploading the prescription every single time  

● As a user, I would like a service which ensures that I need not search for the 
pharmacies which have the required medicines in stock  

● As a user, I would like to be notified if I’m willing to buy a new set of medicines or 
update an existing set of medicines after the end of every dosage course 

 
 
Goals of this feature: 
 

● Acquire the users in the user segment selected 
● Retain the users in the user segment selected (improve STR) 
● Increase the number of orders by decreasing the drop off rate due to an 

excessive number of steps  
● Take advantage of the existing ai platform to ensure a greater personalization of 

the service guaranteed to the customers, which in turn ensures expansion of the 
customer base  

● Increasing the number of avenues to earn income by including prescription drugs 
into the fore  

 
 
 
 



Solution: 
 
Utilizing the existing AI platform, we can create a personal assistant for users in the 
mentioned customer segment to personalize their experience, the customer would be 
able to upload the prescription into the profile and then upload the required details such 
as  
1) the course duration 
 2) quantity of the required medicines  
 This will not only help to retain the customer base, but it will also have a positive impact 
on the brand loyalty since we are creating a habit and an emotional trigger whenever we 
send a prompt to the user. 
 
Adhering to the goal of the company to provide a personal assistant to the user, this 
may prove to be a vital cog in adding to the brand image of the company and the levels 
of user satisfaction guaranteed  by the company  
 
 
Assumptions: 
 

● Dunzo offers service in the user’s selected location  
● Fees payable per delivery based on items and service received 
● The app allows multiple cashless payment options and every online payment 

method available for both domestic and international users.  
● Ability to charge franchise businesses a fee to aggregate demand. 

 
 
 

Success metrics: 
 

● No of users willing to create a profile and update their prescriptions before 
searching for medicines  

● No of users who stick to/continue using this feature after the completion of the 
course of their dosage  

● No of users willing to drop a positive review after using this feature( ratings on 

app stores ) 

 

 

 

 



Metrics to be monitored+impact: 

 
● No of prescription details uploaded per month  

○ Considering the number of people suffering from chronic cases in India, 

the number of users willing to upload a prescription should be fairly decent 

in number.  

 

● No of people cancelling orders/ or pressing ‘no’ when prompted to buy the 

predefined set of medicines : 

○ Helps to identify the service quality in the area  

○ Better search parameters (like the quality of medicines, response time, 

delivery time) can be set to improve user satisfaction  

 

● STR retention of users in the segment  

○ Usage of personal assistant has a positive impact on the STR of new 

dunzo users  

○ Building a better personal assistant should help to improve the STR 

■ Impact on STR would be tested by done by doing an A/B test 

■ Control will be new users without the new personalized assistant  

■ Experiment variant -set of users having access to the personal 

assistant  

 

 

Product requirements : 

Sno. Requirements  Priority  

1 Prompt: A visual prompt for 
the user to create a profile 
within the personalized 
assistant whenever a 
purchase for prescription 
drugs is being made  

Must have  

2 A progress bar to display 
the number of days left in 
the course of dosage  

Should have  



 

 

 

Alternatives/risks: 
Pre-existing services which may pose to be a risk to our feature is : 

- The existence of a strong rapport between the personnel running the pharmacy 
and the regular customers  

- The unwillingness to utilize this service due to discounts being offered when the 
purchase is made without a 3rd party intervention  

- Organizations with a successful brand image like swiggy who have launched the 
likes of swiggy go. 
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3 A yes/no prompt whenever 
the course ends to take the 
approval from the user to 
go ahead with the order 

Must have 

4 Prompt to ask the user if 
updating the prescription is 
necessary  

Must have  

5 A record of the previous 
billings and transactions 

Should have  

6 A notification of the current 
transaction  

Must have 

7 An alert when the required 
medicines have been 
purchased  

Must have  

8 Gps based Tracking of the 
delivery with ETA 

Should have  

9 Prompt to start a new cycle 
with options to customize 
the type of medicine and 
the number of days in the 
course of dosage  

Must have  


